Computer analysis of biological sequences often detects deviations from a random model. In the usual model, sequence letters are chosen independently, according to some fixed distribution over the relevant alphabet. Real biological sequences often contain simple repeats, however, which can be broadly characterized as multiple contiguous copies (usually inexact) of a specific word. This paper quantifies inexact simple repeats as local sums in a Markov additive process (MAP). The maximum of the local sums has an asymptotic distribution with two parameters ( λ and k ), which are given by general MAP formulas. The general MAP formulas are usually computationally intractable, but an essential simplification in the case of repeats permits λ and k to be computed from matrices whose dimension equals the size of the relevant alphabet. 
Introduction and Statement of Results
Computer analysis of sequences is a major preoccupation in modern molecular biology. Typically and often implicitly, analysis programs detect deviations from a Markov model of sequence letters, usually a model of order 0, where letters are mutually independent and chosen from a fixed distribution. Real biological sequences often contain repeats, however, which can be broadly characterized as multiple copies (usually inexact) of a particular word. Many repeats flagrantly violate a Markov model of order 0; so analysis programs often flag them for fruitless human scrutiny.
Because repeats can confound sequence analysis programs, ancillary programs have been developed for detecting and masking repeats before performing sequence analysis, e.g.,. the masking programs SEG [21] [22] [23] , XNU [18; 20] , sputnik, DUST, and RepeatMasker, to name a few. Although common sequence repeats in DNA fall into about five classes [19] , this paper focuses on simple repeats, which consist of contiguous inexact copies of a specific word. Though a narrow class, simple repeats still pose significant problems in sequence analysis. Thus, some specialized masking programs (e.g., sputnik and DUST) target simple repeats exclusively, while general masking programs usually offer a similar specialized option.
Although simple repeats often impede sequence analysis, it should be noted that they sometimes are of intrinsic biological interest and can constitute an object of study in their own right.
Rigorous statistical results are available for exact repeats (e.g., …sgt/sgt/sgt/sgt…) [2; 12] or exact words [4; 5; 10; 11; 15] . Unfortunately, inexact repeats (e.g., …sgt/sgp/sgt/sgt…) are more important biologically [6] .
Because few statistical results pertain to inexact repeats, programs usually mask inexact repeats heuristically, without the benefit of rigorous statistical criteria. Accordingly, the next paragraph reformulates the definition of an inexact simple repeat with a view to rigorous results. (Because the rest of the paper is pertinent only to simple repeats, it drops the qualifier "simple".) contains a substring that decomposes into contiguous w -words, with each word and its successor being "similar"
according to the matrix s . As an example, consider exact repeats, which correspond to a similarity score of ( ) 
, but only with some complications (notably, non-uniqueness of the right eigenvector v below). For simplicity, therefore, our axioms exclude exact repeats, but with no practical impact.
Some practical consequences of our main results, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 below, follow their statement. Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 make the following probabilistic assumptions, required by the theory of the local maximum ˆk M in a Markov additive process (MAP). (Throughout the paper, the reader may refer to [3] as a general reference for MAPs, Markov chains (MCs), or renewal theory; and to [7; 9] as specific references for the local maximum process in a general MAP.) Let the letters of L be chosen independently from the distribution { } For 0 
because the Perron-Frobenius theorem shows that the stochastic matrix ( ) 
Similarly,
: m i n 1 
, the remark pertains. Now, some masking programs find repeats by aligning a sequence to itself and assuming heuristically that the resulting self-alignment scores are distributed as though the two identical aligned sequences were in fact independent, e.g., in the case of gapless alignment they assume λ λ = . If the letters do not follow a uniform distribution (as in some clinically important organisms with GC-or AT-rich genomes, e.g., Mycobacterium
Tuberculosis or malaria), Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 suggest that the naïve substitution of λ for λ yields inaccurate approximations for random repeat frequencies (see Figure 1) .
A computer program calculating p-values from Theorem 1 is presently being used in a study of non-globular protein domains and will be made available upon publication of that study. Readers interested in practical applications of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 can examine a related bioinformatics article [1] , which appeared while this article was under review. In present notation, the article suggested : max 2 The w -Repeat Markov Additive Process
is a MC on the state-space 
Let γ P and γ E be the MC probability measure and expectation corresponding to the initial ( )
For the w -repeat score 
is conditionally deterministic.) Third, the marginal distribution of k Y is determined by the transition
To apply MAP theory for the local maximum, note the following. First, 
As motivation for the simplification, a w -repeat has w "phases", each phase corresponding to a letter position within the repeating w -word [23] . Dembo and Karlin [9] give several formulas relating to the pre-factor w k , all summarized compactly by the following: 
where * E is defined after Eq (2.6). The second equality in Eq (3. 
The Approximation of the Pre-factor w k
Recall the probability space with measures α P and β P described immediately before (the segmental sum between j and the w -DLE preceding j ). In the probability space corresponding to measure α P , define analogs for the above quantities: substitute k X for
throughout the definitions, and embellish the analogs with over-tildes to indicate their provenance, e.g.,
Motivated by a desire to approximate the value in Eq (3.1), consider the 6) where the first inequality is of the Chernoff type; the second inequality rewrites the expectation in matrix notation; and the third inequality follows from
Define the difference
Return to Eq (4.5), to find for any 0 θ λ 
